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Three different applications for LPG filling 

stations.

 Skid System for filling gas cylinders / Station option

Appropriate location on an existing station / if possible, place an LPG 

tank which will allow direct filling at the station.

 Container type for filling gas cylinders / Container option

When planning new service stations to be built or opened, we can set up 

an LPG service station next to the station by allocating an area with an 

LPG tank.

 LPG tank for filling gas cylinders / Mobile option

By adding a bottle of LPG and a filling point in a container, we can put 

this container above a tank truck and thus obtain a mobile LPG station.



1- Station option

Features:5m³, 10m³ or 22m³ - tank capacity

LPG cylinder filling scale

LPG Cylinder Filling Pump / Bypass Valve

Installation of pipes and safety systems 

suitable for LPG

Exroof cabin and electric motor

Safety distance: 8 meters (This may vary 

depending on conditions)

We can make this tank look like this.

If it is difficult to do so,

The LPG tank can be buried on the ground 

and placed in a steel container with air 

circulation.



1- Station option

Advantages:

❑ Easy to install, easy and safe to use.

❑ Construction, land and construction 
works are not necessary.

❑ An economic system

❑ Very suitable for rural use

❑ Low energy consumption

❑ Easy to transport. 

❑ Possibility to choose the capacity of 
the tank (Customer choice)

❑ Customers get logistics benefit

❑ Turnkey project

❑ 7/24 filling points

Tank specificity:

Code Design: AD 2000 Code, EN 13445, CE

Pressure: 21 Bar

Temperature: -50°C / +60°C

Tank capacity Cargo capacity Bottle filling 

capacity of 12 Kg 

from a cistern

5 m3 2380 Kg 198 bottles

10 m3 4760 Kg 396 bottles

22 m3 10470 Kg 872 bottles

Number of scales 12 kg bottles

Filling/hour

1 20

2 40

3 60



2- Container option
Specificity:

10m³ or 22m³ cistern 

Filling scales in a steel container Exproof electrical 

installation in a container Sch40 LPG gas pipeline and 

safety equipment

Fire extinguishing system

The container and tank can be quickly placed in several 

places. The filling of the bottles is carried out quickly.

Advantages:

❑ Advantage of installation in small towns

❑ Construction, land and construction works are not 

necessary

❑ Reduction in the cost of transporting bottles

❑ Customers get logistics profit

❑ Turnkey project

❑ An innovative concept

❑ Company enhancement



3- Mobile option

Features:

LPG tank

Filling scale installed on a tank truck

Possibility of installing up to 3 LPG cylinder filling 

balances

The tank truck reaches many points and can fill 

bottles in a very short time.

Advantage :

❑ Reach inaccessible places.

❑ Reduced cylinder transport costs

❑ An innovative concept
❑ Company enhancement



Gas Cylinder Filling Stations

LPG Filling Carousel

❖ Designed for FAST and 
SAFE filling with minimum 
loss of product.

❖ Filling capacities as 
compared a stationary
scales are very HIGH. 

❖Capacities of various size 
of caroulsels, driven by
variable speed driving
units.



Gas Cylinder Filling Stations

Telescopic Conveyor Systems

❖Manufactured to facilitate
teh LOADING / 
UNLOADING of the LPG 
cyclinders On and OFF the
lorries and trailers in order
to save time and 
manpower.

❖ Individually designed to fit 
existing chain conveyor
system.

❖ The telescopic conveyor
can reachinto the truck
platform as far as 6 meters.
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